a story of "energy exceptionalism." Yet it matters what sections of the population these sources represent: in French's own words, "a broad swath of social classes, from J. P. Morgan to the [urban] housewife in Nebraska" (137) . While, within this scope, he may be correct to praise Henry Adams for being uniquely aware that "electricity was 'but an ingenious channel for conveying somewhere the heat latent in a few tons of coal hidden in a dirty engine house kept carefully out of sight" (4; 112), contemporaneous ambivalence about electricity likely thrived amongst the coal-mining Molly Maguires (68), the Illinois mine workers ' union (131) , and the employees of the Chicago Fisk Street power station (122). French's narrative evokes, but does not dwell on, the criminalization of such energy workers in popular culture as part of the fiction of hiding coal from the electricity-enjoying public. Along with wires buried underground and smoke moved up taller chimneys, entire working populations conscripted into extractive and dangerous labour were also written out of electrical modernity. It is the historian's job to make it exceptionally clear when data is class-specific.
Ultimately, I interpret this book as part of a geopolitical anxiety in which those who "hid the fire" are realizing that "they" can no longer pass on their smoke and pollution to non-elites. Historians of the Anthropocene have thoroughly critiqued arguments such as French's for framing awareness about climate change as a "story of an awakening" -triggered by such suddenly visible events as the Pacific Northwest fires -despite over a century of investigations highlighting the environmental impacts of fossil fuels (see, e.g., Christophe Bonneuil and Jean-Baptiste Fressoz, The Shock of the Anthropocene, 2016, 73) . It is time to demand a narrative shift from "we didn't know!" to "I should have listened," and that starts by recognizing the diversity of voices both in the historical record and in historiographical practice. In the words of The subtitle of Julio Capó Jr.'s Welcome to Fairyland frames the book as a history of "Queer Miami," but this engaging and densely researched book stretches the very idea of what queer history can be. Perhaps for many scholars, queer history might be identified with George Chauncey's Gay New York, or Nan Boyd's account of lgbt life in twentieth-century San Francisco. But Capó's book is not just an account of how lgbt Americans built lives and communities. Rather, the history he sets out to record is the broader shift in what was perceived as transgressive or "queer" in early twentieth-century Miami. He argues that Miamians actively cultivated and celebrated a reputation as a place where the transgressive reigned, promoting their city as an American borderland where Caribbean-style fantasies were ever available.
Across the book, Capó traces the city's general growth, its evolving position as a frontier between the US and Caribbean, and its rich erotic history. With his expanded "queer" and transnational frame, effeminate men and butch women rub shoulders with Bahamian migrant labourers, Cuban night club singers, scantily clad bathing-beauties, and female impersonators. These communities that lived on the frontlines between the transgressive and the normative, Capó argues, were marked as both forbidden and titillating. In many ways, he demonstrates, their appeal sustained the city's tourist economy, but they also fell regularly under the surveillance and assaults of police and moralists. Nonetheless, according to Capó, these marginal folks lay at the heart of Miami's growth and success: they played crucial roles in developing Miami's reputation as an outlaw city, a dream place where the illicit and taboo thrived.
Welcome to Fairyland frames Miami as a city rooted in the tourist industry and shaped by the boosters who promoted it. The first chapter describes the early growth of the city in the late nineteenth century. Here Capó explains how city developers initially cultivated vice districts as a "necessary evil" that "would make Miami appear modern" (26), but that they kept those activities segregated and controlled in the working class, ethnic and racialized areas that only slowly became incorporated into the city. His analysis of how race, class, and the erotic overlapped deepens in the fascinating second chapter, which focuses on the centrality of Bahamian labour to the early economy of the city. Here Capó argues that Bahamian men were not only regarded as "ideal workers" in the city (62), but were subjected to a "white upper-and middle-class male gaze" (63) which "inventoried and made legible [their] physical strength, vigor, subservience, and ability to be disciplined" (72). The power of that gaze is apparent in both John Singer Sargent's loving watercolours of nude Bahamian workers from 1917 (which Capó reproduces), and in their overrepresentation in the records of the police. Importantly, while Capó does investigate Bahamians specifically arrested for same-sex behaviour, his broader argument is that the city as a whole shared a lusty fantasy about these men as gentle, strong and dangerous.
The third and fourth chapters focus on the city's promotion as a leisure destination where "reality could be suspended" (97). That meant, in part, that "gender and sexual norms could easily be subverted" there, and indeed many of the celebrated figures of 1920s Miami were "mannish" women (116) and "tropical" dandies (113) whose same-sex relationships were open secrets reviews Canadian Journal of History / Annales canadiennes d'histoire 54.1-2 © 2019 in the city. At the same time, visitors to Miami could expect to indulge in the "vice and pleasure available in the nearby Caribbean" (97) -either by traveling onward to Cuba or the Bahamas, or by enjoying the Miami businesses that had imported Cuban athletes to "play jai alai for spectators," "Cuban-American bartenders to cater to folks with Havana appetites," and even Cuban flamingos to populate the centre of the city's new racetrack (137).
Chapters five and seven traverse the more familiar material of other lgbt histories -how places like the Young Men's Christian Association (ymca) became "a popular site for [male] homosexual activity" (167) and how uneven policing of homosexuality nonetheless led to the commitment of a high number of "sex perverts" to the state criminal hospital. But more surprising, chapter six argues that at the same time as "traditional" queer life was taking root in the city, elite white women "queered" or challenged femininity by donning "provocative beach attire" (216) and sunbathing. In so doing, they helped establish heterosexuality as one of the commodities Miami offered. Indeed, they carved out space for women to "claim their own pleasure," and be put "on display for men's enjoyment" (226), even as their "sun-kissed skin" became a mark of class and "white supremacy" (225).
Welcome to Fairyland is rich in research and sometimes dense in its presentation. In some places this means that the argumentative or narrative tissue slips away, and in others, the evidence remains only lightly explained. Nonetheless, this is a wide-reaching and provocative volume that makes clear how the histories of sexuality and gender are interwoven with and informed by the histories of race, class, and empire. That is no small achievement, and one that would make the book appealing not only to historians of sexuality and gender, but scholars interested in the US South, the American-Caribbean empire, and urban history. Following their abrupt depopulation and subsequent colonization, the Stó:lō ("river") people of the upper Fraser Valley, British Columbia, have maintained a tradition of working with outsiders interested in their history and culture. From the early work of pioneer anthropology-minded homesteaders such as Charles Hill-Tout, who worked with a few informants,
